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20% Scale ZLIN 526AS Build Notes
Rev F 3/8/09
Ray Schmidt

Overview
This is a short collection of build notes that covers:

1. Background and documentation references used
2. Build threads and DVDs or articles that were felt to be particularly useful.
3. Suppliers, parts
4. Build notes

Plane modeled: Moravan Avaition 526AS
Otrokovice, Czech Republic
Color scheme: OK-WXE

Scale: 1/5
Dimensions: Wingspan:  83”  

Fuselage: 63”
Wing Area: 965 sq. in.
Engine: SAITO 91 4 Stroke
Propeller: APC 14 x 6
Wing Airfoil: semisymetrical at root, under-cambered at tip

Zlin_BN2

1. Background and Materials Used
1. Plans: Model Airplane News FSP0102A

Designed by: Dick Van Mourik
First flight June 2008
3 View: Bob Banka Aircraft Documentation
Color Scheme Pictures: Bob Banka

FOTO-PAK #7937, ZLIN 526
FOTO-PAK #6726, ZLIN 526

Builder: Ray Schmidt Jr.
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Scratch built from plans.
Engine: SAITO 91 4 Stroke, OS F Glow Plug
Fuel Tank: DUBRO 12 oz. (10 minutes Max. flying time)
Prop: 14 x 6 APC
Receiver: HITEC8 Channel
Servos: Aileron (2): HITECHS-77BB

Rudder: HS-645MG
Elevator: HS-645MG
Throttle: HS-225BB
Retract Valve HS-85BB

RCV battery: SR Batteries 1200mahr AA NI-CAD cells, four-cell pack
Receiver Switch: ElectroDynamics Ultra Switch EDC-77
Fabric Covering: F & M Enterprises Stits Lite

Covering: STITS Polyester,
Polybrush, PolySpray

Paint: Klasskote Epoxy Paint
Satin

Pilot: Great Plains
Wheels: Robart 3 ¼ “ Scale Wheels
Retracts: Robart 552RS, 95º Retracts
Air Valve: Robart Red # 167VR
Struts: Robart # 660 (440 series)
Air Line Quick Disconnect Robart # 190
Spinner: Tru-Turn # TT-2702-B-120 (2 ¾ “ P-51 )

TT-0717-A Short Shaft Jam Nut Kit
Canopy: Traplet Publications # CA3063CY
Cowl: Traplet Publications # CF3063CL

1.2. Documentation:
a. Color Scheme and 3-View

Bob Banka Aircraft Documentation
3114 Yukon Avenue
Costa Mesa CA 92626
http://www.bobsairdoc.com/

b. Useful WEB Sites:
Plastic Models and color cross-references:
http://ipmsstockholm.org/
RC Scale Builder:
http://www.rcscalebuilder.com/
RC Universe:
http://www.rcuniverse.com/

Below are some pictures taken of a 2 place ZLIN 526. It is not the plane
modeled, “OK-WXE” single place ZLIN 526 AS but is similar.
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Zlin_BN9
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Zlin_BN10

2. Build threads and DVDs/Article that were useful
Listed below some of the build threads and articles that I found particularly useful as I
went along. In particular the depth of the build threads on RC Scale Builder is very
impressive and the Dave Platt Videos/ DVDS are great.
In no particular order:

1. Pat McCurry DO-335 Build thread. This cannot be beat. Goes into great
detail on sources of supply, glassing a wing, fillets and all sorts of details.

http://www.rcscalebuilder.com/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=2145&PN=1
&TPN=1

2. Pat McCurry paint and Color Mixing Tutorial. Great practical interest.
http://www.rcscalebuilder.com/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=5065&PN=1
&TPN=1

3. Dave Platt Videos:
a. Advanced Building Techniques:
b. The Devil is in the Details
c. Detailing & Painting Techniques
d. Building & Fiberglassing Techniques
e. Understanding and Using Epoxy Paints

http://www.daveplattmodels.com/
f. “Detailing and Painting Secrets of Weathering”. Volume DP-1, DP-2, DP-

3. This is great video on painting and the only place I found that Dave
actually talks a bit about making scale white and scale black.
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g. “ Building and Fiberglass Techniques”, Volume BF-1, BF-2, BF-3. Very
nice description of strip planking, fiber glassing and doing lots of details
like rivets, fillets and such.

h. “ Understanding and Using Epoxy Paints”, Good overview of mixing 
paints and use of Klasskote. Combined with the note from Pat McCurry
and Daves BF-3 video on the T-28 covers lots of paint details.

4. Poly Lite Application Video, F&M Enterprises, PolyTone paints. I used the
Poly Lite polyester covering/process for the wings, elevator, rudder and
ailerons. Used the PolyTAC adhesive, PolyBrush and PolySpray. I like this
covering process. Then painted with Klasskote paint. Looks to adhere well
so far.

http://www.stits.com/index.html
5. Nigel Tarvin, RCScaleBuilder, Don Smith Plans, Savoia Marchetti S.79

build thread:
http://www.rcscalebuilder.com/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=3036&PN=1&T
PN=1

6. Merlyn Graves, Bristol Blenheim MKV, RCScaleBuilder , Scratchbuilding
and design build thread:

http://www.rcscalebuilder.com/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=1394&PN=5
&TPN=1

7. Strip Planking like a pro:
http://www.rcscalebuilder.com/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=458&PN=1
&TPN=1

8. RC Report Magazine

3. Suppliers and Parts
Sometimes it seems like half the battle in this is to find the right suppliers and/or do it
yourself. This time around I tried to make as many parts as I felt I could. In
particular for the kit wood parts I cut them all myself from the plans. As to suppliers
a lot of the contacts came from the build threads noted above and poking at
RCUniverse and RCSCALEBUILDER. Really appreciate the very detailed build
threads. Offer below a partial list of vendors/suppliers I just happened to use that one
might not normally trip into.
1. Balsa/wood supplier:
Friendly local Hobby Shop
2. E-00NS 5 minute and 9462 24 hour Loctite Hysol Epoxy. Also good source for

metal/tubing etc. Delivery is very quick and good prices from McMaster-Carr
http://www.mcmaster.com/

3. Good source for various parts, hardware, tubing, screws and misc. hardware.
Used their small 4-40 Torx Plus flat head screws for the servo covers.

Small Parts Inc.
http://www.smallparts.com/

4. Source for Stay-Brite silver solder and flux. Good delivery and price is right.
Knife and Gun Finishing Supplies
http://www.knifeandgun.com/index.htm

5. Glass Jars for mixing and small plastic cups for measuring epoxy and paint:
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Glass Jars: 4 oz. AGP-46961
Glass Jar: 8 oz. AGP-46962
Plastic 1 oz measuring cup: 80019
Plastic 4 oz. Container: 80771

CONNEY
www.CONNEY.com

6. Good source for VIVAK (PETG) Plastic sheet for vacuum forming. Used 0.020,
0.030 and 0.040 thicknesses.

US Plastics
www.usplastics.com

7. Fiberglass cloth. Used style 106 0.73 oz/sq yd. for glassing fuselage. For making
hatch covers over servos used 2 oz cloth.

Thayercraft Industries
www.thayercraft.com

8. Tape for panel lines:  Used Chartpak # BGCP0201.  0.020”, Black Crepe.  
Suggested by Dave Platt.
Available from:Supplies.net They also carry other style and widths. I find the
1/32” too wide and the 1/64” hard to handle.  Available @ Suppliesnet

www.suppliesnet.com
9. Remote glow Adapter:

Sonic-Tronics R2001 Power Head
Also:
MAXX Products # 2925 Dummy Glow Plug

10. Misc. Plastic shapes: Excellent source of pipes, adapters, sheets, many shapes.
Plastruct Inc.
www.plastruct.com

11. Receiver Switch:
ElectroDynamics
Ultra-Switch II # EDC-77
www.electrodynamics.com

12. Plastic bottles for raised and flush rivets:
Available in various needle sizes:
1 ¼ oz Plastic bottle, 20 Guage: # 1902T22
1 ¼ oz Plastic bottle, 18 Guage: # 1902T24
McMaster-CARR

www.mcmaster.com
13. Source for small HW items:

Small Parts, Inc
www.smallparts.com

14. Source for Plastic shapes/sheets, mostly styrene:
Used styrene sheets for vacuum forming and hatches/panels.
Evergreen Scale models
www.evergreenscalemodels.com

15. Source for decal sheets and numerous hobby items:
Micro-Mark
www.micromark.com
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16. Misc. suppliers:
-DU-BRO: Misc HW
http://www.dubro.com/
-MicroFasteners: Large and small hardware
http://www.microfasteners.com/
-ZAP: CA, Epoxy and Finishing Resin for Fiberglass cloth
application on fuselage
http://www.zapglue.com/index1.html
-Aerospace Composite Products (very nice to deal with)
Have nice selection of fiberglass cloth and FR-4 (G-10) sheets of various
sizes.
http://www.acp-composites.com/

- Klasskote Epoxy Paint. This was my second time using Klasskote paint.
Previous had used dope, Monokote and F&M Stits Lite Polytone. Found
them to be very helpful. Paint is not cheap but in reality covers very well
so you do not really use a lot of the base colors. The satin catalyst and
reducer gets used a lot if you mix 1:1:1. I was happy with it. Mixing
colors is interesting.

http://www.klasskote.com/
- SR batteries. Used their Ni-Cad batteries for the receiver pack (4 >

SR1200)
http://www.srbatteries.com/

4. Build Notes
The following are some notes and pictures from the build process. I started the ZLIN
526 about a year and a half ago. Previously have built a number of Free flight,
Control Line and various RC models. The last planes were a Midwest Super
Stearman, Balsa USA ¼ scale Nieuport 28 C1 in Swiss colors and a ¼ Scale
Albatross DVa

I really am amazed by the level of detail and information available in web sites such
as the RCScaleBuilder.com and RCuniverse.com as well as the articles in RCReport
magazine. The money contributed to RCScalebuilder does not begin to repay the
value from my perspective. It is wonderful that folks share the high level of
information, both builders as well as plan and kit vendors. Combined with the good
folks at the local flying field it really helps to keep one going in this hobby.

The following are some short notes with pictures during the build process.

Got to do some of this twice as on the first flight the plane was tail heavy and spun in.
The old stall/spin combo at low speed. Evidently I did the CG check wrong as was
tail heavy. Was my fault and not the designer. This wiped out the front of the
fuselage up to the canopy and took a section out of the center of the wing and some of
the right wing. Went straight in. Not a happy day but oh well. Sent the engine back
to SAITO to be checked out and only problem was a bent pushrod. Just to be sure
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replaced the receiver and servos as you never know what might have happened.
Rebuilt the fuselage and repaired the wing so was basically like a Phoenix back from
the ashes.

Next time, double checked the CG point and added some nose weight to get the
balance point right. Flew it several times in primer prior to doing the detailing and
painting again. Was very stable with no trim changes with wheels up or down. Does
not fly fast as has a thick wing with a high aspect ratio, like a glider, but is smooth.
The SAITO 91 appears to be plenty of power. Dick Van Mourik did a good job on
the design and drawing the plans.

5.1 Making a Kit

Zlin_BN11

Templates made from copy of plans. The templates were brought to final shape using a
belt/disk sander. Use the disk sander to sand down to the line.
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Zlin_BN12

Used CraftTac adhesive to adhere paper to 1/8 “ PLY Template blanks.  Peels off easily. 
A glue stick from Staples also works well for this.

Zlin_BN13
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Fuselage Formers Were cut out using a combination of band saw and scroll saw. Notches
were sanded to size using sandpaper over spruce stock of proper width. These are shown

in the template picture.

Zlin_BN14

Wing Ribs Spar notches were rough cut on band saw and then sanded to final size using
sandpaper attached to spruce of appropriate size. Test size with actual spar material.

Cutting ribs and formers is fun and creates lost of balsa dust. Sanding down to final shape
is done using disk sander to get to line.
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Zlin_BN15

Start of fuselage assembly. Made over plans.
A great tutorial on building a plane from scratch and cutting out parts can be found on
RCScalebuilder. “ Building From Plans for the Novice” by Jerry Bates.
http://www.rcscalebuilder.com/Tutorials/Scale_Plans_Building/Building%20from%20Pl
ans.htm
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5.2 Rudder and Stab

Zlin_BN16

Rough Fin and Rudder with lightening holes. Blocks added for Robart hinges.

Zlin_BN17
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Shows shaping of stab tip to overlap elevator a bit. Used 1/64 ply for elevator and rudder
shrouds. Installing the shrouds is nicely described in Pat MCurrys DO-335 build on
RCScalebuilder. This is a good CD to have.

Zlin_BN18

Elevator control horn. The two hinges glue into the back of the fuselage.

Zlin_BN19

Rear of Fin showing fin 1/64 ply shrouds. When glassed the 1/64 ply is quite strong.
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Zlin_BN20

Stabilizer and elevator without shrouds yet.

Zlin_BN21

Rudder/stab with shrouds. The small balsa strips on the end are the balsa trim tabs.
If I had to do this again would have used 1/32 or 1/64 ply as are fairly fragile.
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5.3 Tailwheel
On this model the tail wheel is steerable and also serves as the link to the Rudder from
the servo. The tail wheel shows up well and tried to create something that looks like the
real one. The pictures below show the process. Basically was constructed from music
wire and brass strips. The wheel itself is a lightweight DU_BRO unit.

Zlin_BN22

The tailwheel is made from music wire with additional brass tubing and thin sheet.
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Zlin_BN23

The pushrod at the upper left is from the servo.
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Zlin_BN24

Everything is soldered down and Locktite is used on the 4-40 locking nuts.

Zlin_BN25

4.4 Fuselage Construction
The fuselage starts with the firewall, 1/8” ply sides and wing supports as shown
above. This is built upside down over the plans. The rest of the fuselage is then built
over the plans. The top of the fuselage is strip planked which is then glassed. The
sides and bottom are fabric using the F&M Stites Lite process. Used Loctite 9462
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epoxy for the firewall and PLY side pieces. Will reinforce the joints with balsa
triangle sections later.

Zlin_BN26

The fuselage is constructed upside down on a crutch that aligns the top of the engine
mounts and the top rear of the fuselage.

Zlin_BN27
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This shows the front of the fuselage partially planked. The rear of the fuselage is
basically sticks. The Sullivan temperature compensated pushrods for the rudder and
elevator with 4-40 hardware are installed.

Zlin_BN28

Another shot of the right front.

Zlin_BN29

Ran the Sullivan flexible pushrod for throttle.
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Zlin_BN30

The Receiver and servos sit up in the top of the fuselage in front of the cockpit. This
was the first installation. Changed after re-build.

Zlin_BN31

The fuel tank will go thru the opening in F2. Not a lot of width. A DU-BRO 12 oz
tank fits nicely with space for foam on the sides. Hopefully 12oz will be enough for
the SAITO 91.
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Zlin_BN32

Rear view of the fuselage. The elevator control horn is hidden in the middle. The
rudder control horn is hidden by the fuselage shroud of 1/64 ply.

4.5 Fuselage Covering
The fuselage is covered with the F&M STITS Lite process. Used the polyester cloth and
attached with PolyTAC. Attached the covering after the planking and fiberglassing was
completed. I find that thinning the PolyTac so it is like water works best as otherwise
gets lumpy. Also the thinner PolyTAC gives a better transition on the fiberglassed area,
especially so with the trailing edges of the rudder and elevator. After the covering is
shrunk use PolyBrush to fill the weave. First coat is put on with a brush to be sure that
the covering adheres well to the balsa. Normally would then spray on two coats of
PolyBrush but as the size is not that great I brushed on both coats. This is followed with
PolySpray. The video from F&M Stits is well done. Before painting with Klasskote
need to be sure that lightly sand the PolySpray with 320 paper to roughen it up and clean
well with Alcohol. Otherwise can have issues with the Klasskote grey coat/color pulling
off down to the PolySpray when using really sticky masking tape for color trim. I
suspect most of the issues I had were due to not cleaning the surface properly before
painting the color coats. When I was careful about this had no issues. For masking 3M
Blue #471 trim tape works well.  For protecting large areas  Scotch/3M “Delicate” blue 
tape works well.  Have had issues with regular masking tape or the Scotch/3M “Multi-
Use” Blue tape.  Also had issues with the red “Flex Mask” Great Planes trim tape over 
the fabric but not over glassed areas.   I like using the red “Flex Mask” 1/8“ wide tape 
around curves but the Blue 1/8 “ 3M tape works well also.  Have not seen any issues with 
paint peeling, or pulling off, over glassed areas with Klasskote grey primer followed by
Klasskote paint. I like the F&M Stits Lite process and will use it again.
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Zlin_BN33

Usually thin the PloyTAC with enough MEK to make it like water in small cup.
Be sure to use plenty of ventilation with MEK.

Zlin_BN34

Left front of fuselage. About a half inch overlap on glassed area.
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Zlin_BN35

Right rear of fuselage under Stab.

Zlin_BN36

Fuselage with covering completed and coat of PolySpray.

4.6 Fuselage Planking
The fuselage was strip planked and then covered with 0.75 oz cloth. The planking
balsa used was 3/32” thick cut into nominal 3/8” wide strips.  The sides are angled to 
interlock. Used ZAP finishing epoxy resin. Did not thin it at all and seemed to go
well. Basically followed the process outlined in Dave Platts video. Attached the
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cloth with a thin coat of resin and scraped off the excess resin using a “squeegee”.  
Cleaned the first coat with alcohol before sanding. Then sanded this down some with
80 grit paper and applied a finish flow coat. I then went over this with 80 grit
followed by 150 grit sandpaper and got carried away a bit as I sanded thru in a few
places and had to put another coat of resin on. In some places it may have been a bit
thin. After I was happy with the glass surface applied the Klasskote primer. The
Klasskote primer sands well.

Zlin_BN37

Planking completed and ready for glassing. Used a combination of Green Putty and
DAP Dry Dex Spackling to smooth it out. This gets glassed over so does not have to
be a hard surface like you would get with Evercoat. Basically followed the
methodology in “Strip Planking Like a Pro” as well as the description from Dave 
Platt in his video. It is not hard to do and goes fast.
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Zlin_BN38

This shows the nylon receptacles for the ¼ “ wooden dowels in the rear of the cowl.  
They were bought from BVM. The hatch is for access to the fuel tank. As part of the
rebuild I moved the battery pack forward over the fuel tank. It just clears the dowel at
the top rear of the cowl and helped achieve the proper CG.

Zlin_BN39

Rear view of planked fuselage. Starting to look like a real plane now.
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4.7 Wing Construction
The wing is constructed over the plans. It is sort of an interesting airfoil that is semi-
symmetrical at the root which transitions to under-cambered at the tip. To get this right
requires that the spars/ribs be jacked up a bit at the trailing edge and middle to be straight.
This is shown below. In this way a straight wing can be constructed. The wing is
covered with 1/16” balsa.  Pieces large enough to cover major portions of the wing were 
made by truing up the edges of balsa planks and gluing them together with Titebond glue.
Lined up the grain of the sheets with the leading and trailing edge of the wing. Then
these were glued to the wing spars first to align the sheets. When this was dry the plastic
bottle and needle was used to coat the ribs with Titebond and BB shot in plastic bags and
pins were used to glue the 1/16” sheets down while pinned to the building board and
allowed to dry. It takes a lot of BBs in plastic bags but seemed to work OK.

Zlin_BN40

Ribs and spars with trailing edge support.

Zlin_BN41

Ribs and spars glued together.
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Zlin_BN42

Aileron support horn. A carbon fiber rod is used within the nylon tube. I think next
time I would use a Sullivan yellow inner Nyrod and 1/16” music wire. 

Zlin_BN43

Sandpaper is glued to the metal  angle to true the 1/16 “ sheet edges.
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Zlin_BN44

To attach the sheeting used Windex to allow the sheet to curve a bit. The BB shot
was placed in plastic bags and used to press the sheet to the ribs. The BB shot bags
are pretty heavy and the wing ribs/spars need to be well supported.

Zlin_BN45

This shows the under-cambered outer wing section. The carbon fiber rod goes in the
nylon tube to support the aileron later when the aileron is cut from the wing.
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Zlin_BN46

This shows the top of the wing panel being glued to the ribs.
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Zlin_BN47

Aileron servo cutout and 4-40 T-nuts for the servo cover.
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Zlin_BN48

View of wing with bottom sheeting and Robart retract air bottle installed.

Zlin_BN49

The nylon wing bolts come in from the bottom and mates against the nylon washer
shown. The balsa block with washer was installed in the wing.
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Zlin_BN50

This is the balsa block glued into the center wing section.

Zlin_BN51

The styrene tubes stick up and will be cut off after the bottom wing center section is
planked. Note that at this point the wing is glassed.
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Zlin_BN52

Balsa supports for the 1/8 “ balsa planking.

Zlin_BN53

Wing center section planked and rough sanded.
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Zlin_BN54

Spackling and foam sanding pads work well with final smoothing of curved surfaces.

Zlin_BN55

Aileron section of the wing with top shroud in place. This area of the wing opening
for the ailerons is covered with 1/64 ply. The 1/64 ply makes for nice clean edges.
The foam board makes for a soft surface to place the wing on so it does not get
“dings”. 
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Zlin_BN56

Wing sanded and ready for glassing.

Zlin_BN57

Wing tip light made from blob of Evercoat.
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Zlin_BN58

Removeable pitot tube made from brass tubing.

4.8 Aileron Construction
The ailerons on the ZLIN stand out with the external corrugations. Also like most of the
wing and fuselage it is flush riveted.

Zlin_BN59
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First the ailerons were glassed, given a Klasskote gray coat and smoothed out. Then the
panel edge at the top was done using 3M #471 blue trim tape and Evercoat. The Evercoat
is carefully sanded down to the tape and the tape is removed. This leaves a clean edge.

Zlin_BN60

Plastruct triangle strips were used for the aileron corrugations. They were cut to length,
sanded, and carefully glued on with thin CA glue. A cotton swab was used to catch any
extra CA.

Zlin_BN61
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The corrugations start at the panel line.

Zlin_BN62

Now need to add the flush rivets.

Zlin_BN63

For raised and flush rivets I using Titebond II and the small plastic bottle. Used the glue
straight from the bottle. For the flush rivets tried the technique suggested by Dave Platt
in “Double Trouble” video.  First I put down the glue dots like it was a raised rivet.  Then 
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sanded down the top of the glue rivets with 320 Norton 3X sandpaper around a square
stick to take down the tops. This does take a lot of time.

Zlin_BN64

This shows the rivets after sanding. The result is a fairly flat flush rivet that after painting
looks pretty good.

Zlin_BN65
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This is the technique for creating the slots for the 1/64” ply shrouds.  It is taken from Pat 
McCurry as described in the DO-335 thread. The metal ruler helps to get a nice straight
edge and pocket for the 1/64” shroud to drop down into. In this way it is flush with the 
surface of the balsa sheeting.   After glassing the 1/64” ply is pretty strong.

4.9 Glassing the Wing
The wing and fuselage were glassed using the usual technique of ¾ oz cloth and ZAP
finishing resin. I did not thin the resin and used a brush to spread the resin around.
When the first coat is down and the cloth is wet used a 1/8 “ balsa “squeegee” to remove  
any excess resin. Used a paper towel to get rid of any areas of extra resin. For the flow
coat brushed the resin on trying to keep it thin. The technique is nicely described by
Dave Platt in his video and the DO-335 build by Pat McCurry .

Zlin_BN66

There are many good sources. This is just what I used. Weight = 0.75oz.
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Zlin_BN67

Cleaning and a good TAC rag are your friend to get a smooth finish.

Zlin_BN68

Mixed small amounts of resin in the 1oz cups. Made sure to clean the brushes often
and real well after use. The balsa 1/8” strips were used as the “squeegee”. 
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Zlin_BN69

Half the wing done.

Zlin_BN70

Support used to keep the wing off the table for glassing and painting.
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Zlin_BN71

Used strips of Monokote when gluing the wing root strips to the fuselage.

Zlin_BN72

To get a good wing<>fuselage joint used West Systems resin and SIG microballons
mixed to a paste. Applied it to the fuselage wing roots and screwed the wing and
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fuselage together.

Zlin_BN73

Wing after first coat of primer. Used Klasskote Grey primer. Duplicolor lacquer
primer works well also.

4.10 Wing Servo Covers
The wing servo covers were made over the wing from multiple layers of 2 oz glass.
Monokote was used to protect the wing.  Eight layers of 2 oz glass gives you about 1/6” 
overall thickness of the servo cover. After the glass is cured the opening is made in the
wing and the servo covers cut to fit. Can do the same with Fuselage hatch covers.
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Zlin_BN74

The wax us applied to the top of the Monokote as a release agent.

Zlin_BN75

Apply the glass layers over the Monokote.
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Zlin_BN76

Zlin_BN77

To get a good fit around the hatch cover used a West Systems glass/Microballons mixture
and applied it around the hatch with the hatch itself coated with petroleum jelly as a
release agent. Can use Evercoat also but it seems to break easier at the edges.
The servo is mounted to the hatch and the hatch is held down with 4-40 hardware. I used
4-40 Torx flat head screws from Small Parts and reset them into the hatch cover a bit.
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Zlin_BN78

One servo hatch cover done.

4.11 Landing Gear
The landing gear is air driven and retracts straight back. Used Robart retracts and struts.
The front covers for the struts were vacuum formed. Initially had problems with air
leaks. Using a small plastic bottle with a thin needle squirted some Marvel Air Tool Oil
into the air tubing, retracts and air valve and has been fine ever since.
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Zlin_BN79

Side view of retracts in wing center section.

Zlin_BN80

Center section of wing with servo and air valve installed.
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Zlin_BN81

Down position.
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Zlin_BN82

Retracted into wing.

Zlin_BN83

Showing left landing gear prior to color. On the front of the wing is the oil cooler inlet.
The bump is the oil cooler exit. Both, as well as the landing gear shroud on the wing, are
vacuum formed from Styrene. The landing gear strut cover is vacuum formed from
PETG.
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Zlin_BN84

Both landing gear prior to color. Rivits and panel lines are in place.

4.12 Panels, Panel Line and Rivets

Applied the panels and panel lines after I was happy with the grey coat of paint.
Putting the details over one coat of paint gives a hard surface to start with.

For panels did most of them as suggested by Dave Platt after doing a few with
Evercoat and 3M blue tape. Panel edges that are straight work well with Evercoat but
on curves I tend to sand down to the glass. For the fuselage panels applied 3M blue
#471 tape and then used an airbrush to apply additional Klasskote grey coat paint, just
regular paint but happens to be grey, along the edge of the panel line. Could be any
color. What seems to work well is about six coats of paint. Apply about 1 inch wide
along panel edge. Then after the paint is cured lightly sand down to the tape using
Norton 3X #320 grit sandpaper. Could also wet sand. Then remove the tape. This
gives a nice panel edge.

For panel lines, panel<>panel, I first marked out the panel lines in pencil. Be sure to
clean the surface well before hand.  Then applied Chartpak # BGCP0201 0.020” tape. 
Followed the same procedure as with panels using about 6 coats of paint and let it
cure. The carefully sand down to the top surface of the tape using 320 sand paper on
a small stick. Then pull out the tape back on itself. Lacquer thinner and a toothbrush
works well for cleaning out the “slot”. 
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Zlin_BN85

For panels first apply 3M #471 fine line tape.

Zlin_BN86

Apply about 6 coats of Grey Coat Klasskote Paint and let cure.
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Zlin_BN87

Sand down paint to the level of the tape and then remove the tape.

Zlin_BN88

Panel line at top of rudder with rivets. Note that top of rudder has raised rivets while
rest of rudder has flush rivets.
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Zlin_BN89

Panel around rudder/stab with rivets. The panel has raised rivets.

Zlin_BN90

Iwata Airprush workd very well for painting small areas and panel lines.
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Zlin_BN91

Removed tape from panel lines on wing.

Zlin_BN92

I like to draw guide lines for rivets on each side of the panel lines. Use a 0.7mm
mechanical pencil with a soft lead.
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Zlin_BN93

Close up of wing panel lines before rivets are applied.
The rivets on the wing and fuselage were applied exactly as described for the
ailerons.

Zlin_BN94

Flush rivets on the Stab.
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Zlin_BN95

Flush rivets on the wing.

Zlin_BN96

Section of wing with panel and panel lines.
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Zlin_BN97

Fuselage and wing. The hatch at the front was moved to under the canopy during the
re-build to simplify access.

4.13 Canopy
On the ZLIN the canopy is pretty huge. It flows smoothly into the fuselage. To make it
look like the canopy is part of the fuselage used WEST Systems resin/microballons to
build up an edge and to simulate the canopy rail in the middle. The attachment of the
canopy was done as suggested by Nigel Tarvin on RCSCALEBUILDER.com. Drilled a
number of small holes around the outer edge and used a combination of RC-56 and small
button head screws to attach the canopy. What works well is to flow the RC-56 into the
holes after the canopy is screwed to the fuselage. Then removed the button head screws
and masked off the edges to build up the simulated canopy frame with the
resin/microballons. After it cured sanded it down to the 3M blue tape. This left a fairly
smooth finish with some pinholes that I filled with the Spackeling. The rivets around the
canopy are done just like on the wings.
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Zlin_BN98

Drilled small holes in canopy edge.

Zlin_BN99

Attached canopy to fuselage using button head screws and flowed RC-56 into holes.
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Zlin_BN100

Removed button head screws after glue dried.

Zlin_BN101

Masked off canopy framework edges with 3M #471 tape and some Flex Mask (red color)
tape to simulate the metal framework.
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Zlin_BN102

Mixed up a paste of resin and microballons and applied where want to build up area.

Zlin_BN103

It sure makes a mess. A bit of alcohol works well to smooth it out.
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Zlin_BN104

Initial sanding of the resin/microballons tends to leave some pinholes.

Zlin_BN105

DAP DRY DEX Spackling works well to fill in the pinholes.
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Zlin_BN106

Completed canopy and framework with top rail done the same way. Canopy
framework has raised rivets.

4.14 Cowl
The cowl is fairly narrow with large air inlet hole in the front for the engine and some
sort of cooler inlet with a grill. The air flow exhausts out the right side. There is also a
scoop on the bottom. The scoop on the bottom was built using a blob of Evercoat and
sanded to shape as described by Dave Platt in his video. The air exhaust on the side was
built as a box of styrene plastic that was fit into a rectangular hole in the side of the cowl.
The box was made from 0.030 flat styrene sheet. The horizontal pieces were made the
depth that I wanted the resulting box to be as the cowl is pretty flat horizontally. The
end, vertical, pieces were made longer so that thet stuck out a bit so they could be
trimmed to the shape of the cowl. The plastic box was held against the inside of the
cowl and the ends marked and then trimmed. The box was then epoxied from the inside
and sanded to fit the outside edges of the cowl using a combination of Loctite E-000NS
and Loctite 9462. Then sanded the outer edge of the box smooth with the outer surface
of the cowl.  The air exhaust panels are made from 0.015 fiberglass and thin CA’d into 
place on small square styrene rails that are angled at the edges of the box.
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Zlin_BN107

Scoop on the bottom made out of Evercoat.

Zlin_BN108

Aluminum foil tape on roll used to simulate DUZ fastener.
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Zlin_BN109

Exhaust pipes are made from Styrene plastic and are glued into 1/2” balsa strip on inside 
of cowl. Can be removed and painted separately from the cowl. After the cowl was
painted the exhaust pipes were glued in.

Zlin_BN110

Inside of cowl showing styrene box and back of grill.
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Zlin_BN111

Side view of exhaust grill.

Zlin_BN112
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Zlin_BN113

Half round styrene strip with slots cut with a small file on edge was used to simulate
the hinge for the side panel.

Zlin_BN114

The grill is from K&S. The two holes are for mounting the cowl to the front of the motor
mounts.

4.15 Vacuum Forming
One thing that was new on this build was vacuum forming some of the odd shaped pieces
on the ZLIN. A mix of Styrene and VIVAK (PTEG) was used.
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The following were vacuum formed:
Covers for front of struts
Aileron servo arm cover
Landing gear shrouds on the wing
Oil cooler air exit

Heated styrene plastic was wrapped around the wing leading edge for the oil cooler inlet.
A small vacuum machine was made from a plastic box and the 2 ½ gallon vacuum
cleaner used in the workshop. Can make parts up to about 2 1/2/ inches wide. The molds
need to be made out of spruce or some other hard wood material.

A great book that discusses vacuum forming for the layman is:
Title: “ Do It Yourself Vacuum Forming” 
Author: Douglas E. Walsh
Publisher: Workshop Publishing

272 Morganhill Dr.
Lake Orion, MI 48360
www.build-stuff.com

Zlin_BN115

Vacuum forming heater oven and small vacuum table.
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Zlin_BN116

Form for ailernon servo arm cover.

Zlin_BN117

Aileron servo arm covers glued to hatch. Made from PTEG.
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Zlin_BN118

Form for landing gear shroud.

Zlin_BN119

Landing gear shroud made from styrene.
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Zlin_BN120

Landing gear shroud attached to wing.

Zlin_BN121

Oil cooler air inlet made from styrene. Evercoat smooths the transition to wing airfoil.
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Zlin_BN122

Strut fairing made from PETG

4.16 Markings
The side and wing markings were done as a combination of paint and decals. The wing
and fuselage “OK-WXE” were painted on.  The cowl and rudder markings were made 
using decals.

Frisket Film was used for the paint mask. It marginally adheres to the surface. The
decals were made using an ink jet printer and the decal paper/process from Micro-Mark.
After the decals were mounted on the plane two light coats of Klasskote clear were used
to fuel proof them.

What worked well was to cut the Frisket-Film to an “B” size sheet and then print out the 
marking reversed on the Frisket-Film itself in the ink jet printer. Then lay the Frisket-
Film on a piece of plexi-glass and cut it out with an X-Acto knife.
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Zlin_BN123

Zlin_BN124

Carefully applied the Frisket-Film to the fuselage and then masked around it. Used an
airbrush to paint the markings. Started with a couple of very light coats and then a
heavier wet coat.
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Zlin_BN125

The decals were printed out using the Micro-Mark clear decal paper and applied per their
process. Worked very well.

4.17 Painting
Used Klasskote epoxy paint with the satin catalyst. Used two types of air guns:

Larger area and primer:
Ingersoll Rand model 200G HVLP with 4 oz cup, has 0.7mm needle
Ran about 20 psi
Ratio of 1:1:1 Paint:Catalyst:Thinner
Smaller areas and markings:
Iwata Eclipse HP-BCS with 0.5mm needle
Ran at about 40 psi
Ratio of 1:1:2 Paint:Catalyst:Thinner

a. For base colors started with Yellow #160, Deep Red #204 and Deep Blue
#310. This works out well for Greens/Browns. However if you want to
get a Purple or something between red and blue then I had to use the
Bright Red #206 and the Indigo Blue #312. Otherwise it came out muddy.
Dave Platt talks about this as the two reds and the two blues. For getting
the right tone used White Tint Base #105 and Satin Black # 900. Dave
Platt talks a lot about graying down the colors and to me it seemed
required.  You really don’t need to add hardly any black to tone things 
down a bunch. It looks much better with the colors “toned” down a bit.

b. All colors seemed to cover real well except the red over a darker base
color.
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c. When applying the paint followed Dave Platts recommendation of a very
light first coat followed by one coat. This seemed to work well.

d. Used the Satin catalyst and the Klasskote reducer with the paint. Seems to
work well.

e. The scale white and scale black that Dave Platt talks about really makes a
difference.

4.18 Phoenix at the field after repairs in primer
Couple of pictures at the field in primer after the rebuild.

Zlin_BN126

Zlin_BN127

ps: Looked the same on the trip home. 
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4.19 ZLIN 526AS painted and markings in shop

Zlin_BN128

Zlin_BN129

Zlin_BN130
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Zlin_BN131

Zlin_BN132
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Zlin_BN133

Zlin_BN134
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Zlin_BN135

Zlin_BN136
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Zlin_BN137

Zlin_BN138
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Zlin_BN139

Zlin_BN140
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Zlin_BN141
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Suggestions/observations.
1. Don’t over-sand the fiberglass resin and depend more on the primer to fill in

the bumps and valleys. However watch for extra resin buildup adding weight.
2. Be careful using an airbrush for small areas of painting with the epoxy paint

unless get good paint flow.
3. Glass resin with a high percentage of Prather or SIG Microballons is our

friend for building up fillets and low spots. Squadron Green putty is nice to
use for small holes and low spots.

4. If it does not seem right it probably isn’t.  
5. Bigger does fly better. Lighter is better. (I usually build too heavy.)
6. Thanks to Dave Platt for his videos and all the folks that have posted build

threads on RCScaleBuilder web site. They really are very useful.


